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Star Trek: Voyager herec Tim Russ je Barack Obama
Body Double
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Tim Russ, herec, který v 90. letech ztvárnil Vulcana Tuvoka ve filmu

Star Trek: Voyager , oživil svou hereckou kariéru novým

vystoupením: v televizi a na veřejnosti ztvárnil zneuctěného bývalého

prezidenta Baracka Husseina Obamu, zdroje z US Army Cyber   

Command (ARCYBER ) řekl Real Raw News.

Alternativní zprávy po léta tvrdily, že Obama skutečně čelil

spravedlnosti a byl nahrazen dvojníky a dvojníky, plivajícími obrázky

muže, který údajně páchne jako síra a byl nazván „pánem much“

https://realrawnews.com/2023/04/star-trek-voyager-actor-tim-russ-is-barack-obama-body-double/
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https://realrawnews.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/04/russ.webp
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poté, co mu hmyz nevysvětlitelně přistál

na hlavě během mnoha tiskové

konference.

White Hats však nejsou přesvědčeni, že

Obummer farmu koupil, a říkají, že

podobenství o jeho smrti mohou být

předčasná. Jak řekl jeden vysoce

postavený zdroj z Guantánama RRN:

„Pokud ho někdo dostal, nebyli jsme to

my a neviděli jsme žádný průkazný důkaz,

že je mrtvý. Nikdy jsme neslyšeli tlachání

– a jeho smrt by byla docela velká věc.“

Bez ohledu na to, zda je Temný pán vzpřímený nebo zasazený

vodorovně do země, našel spojence v Russovi, který podle zdrojů

nedávno hrál roli Obamy na řečnické akci v australském Sydney, kde

9 000 lidí zaplatilo 900 dolarů za poslech. on a muž-manželka

Michael Robinson chválí australské zákony o kontrole zbraní, zastřelí

prezidenta Donalda Trumpa a vychvalují stavbu jeho Obamova

prezidentského centra v Chicagu.

ARCYBER o Russovi ani neslyšel až do listopadu 2022, kdy disident

CIA poslal zástupci velícího

generála Paula G. Crafta

dokumentaci, v níž se uvádí, že

Agentura připravila Obamovu

obdobu.

Russ a Obama mají podobnosti:

struktura obličeje, pleť, úhel

nosu, délka a šířka. Sdílejí také podobnou výpověď. Obama má větší

uši, ale Russ nosí protetiku, jako když vypadal jako Vulcan ve

Voyageru, když se za něj vydával. Jsou ve stejné věkové skupině,

Russ 66 a Obama 61, a mají identickou strukturu vlasů, ačkoli Russ,
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jak se uvádí v dokumentaci, obarvil svůj tak, aby odpovídal Obamově

odstínu šedé. Russ nosí zvýšené boty, aby odpovídal jejich rozdílu ve

výšce – Obama je o tři palce vyšší než Russ.

Dokument uvádí, že Russ je posedlý Obamou minimálně od roku

2014. Tehdy 57letý Russ požádal svého agenta, aby zajistil konkurz

na Southside With You, film z roku 2015 – mimochodem zcela

fiktivní – o mladém , miloval Obama namlouvající Michelle na

prvním rande v Chicagu. Russ řekl, že je příliš starý na to, aby mohl

hrát roli, a tvrdil, že by mohl být zestárl prostřednictvím CGI a mohl

by hrát přesvědčivého Baracka Husseina Obamu.

„Noviny CIA neříkají, proč potřebují herce, aby napodobovali

Obamu, ale jasně říkají, že loni oslovili Tima Russe. Zmiňují, že Russ

musí projít přísným výcvikem, takže ani bystří pozorovatelé nebudou

schopni říct, že to není Obama, pokud by mu nebyli přímo do očí.

Naučili ho chodit, mluvit a chovat se jako Obama, stejně jako učili

herce Arthura Robertse předstírat, že je Joseph Biden. Tim Russ je

nový Hussein Obama,“ řekl náš zdroj.

(Navštíveno 63 750krát, dnes 13 000 návštěv)

 

Of note: Effectively immediately, U.S. Navy JAG has moved ALL

military tribunals from GITO to Diega Garcia and USMS Camp Blaz,

Guam, until 2024. Vice Adm. Darse E. Crandall arrived at Camp Blaz

last night. I have not received a reason, but prisioners currently held

at GITMO will be flown to either of he two locations..

Thank you for this update, MB however, Amg-news has O and his

boyfriend Mike executed since 2019!
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Make everyone ( $26,000 __ $38,000 ) A Month Online Making

money online more than $15k just by doing simple work With No

Prior Experience Or Skills Required. Be Your Own Boss And for more

info visit any tab this site Thanks a lot just

 
open this link…….. http://earnings201.blogspot.com

Last edited 21 hours ago by Delavic

All the flights I see from Gitmo are going to and from Fort

Lauderdale Intl and Jacksonville no flight record any where else.

Do you have any evidence to support that statement? Why not turn

of the transponders to all the flights there? Wouldn’t they want to

cover what looks like high volume traffic for that area? Most of the

traffic is coming from and back to the states.

It would make sense not to tell RRN of this move until the key flights

have all happened.

I’ve been watching the flights in and out of Gitmo for months now

and never saw any flights going to the places mentioned.

Thats what I read Obama and Big Mike had both been taken out and

that Obama had shafted Big Mike thats why it was taken out as well

I don’t know if they have been taken out but im told they SHAFT

each other!!! lol

I am making $90 an hour working from home.I never imagined that

it was honest to goodness yet my closest companion is earning

sixteen thousand dollars a month by working on the connection, that

was truly astounding for me, she prescribed me to attempt it simply.

Everybody must try this job now by just using this

website… http://www.Payathome7.com

Last edited 15 hours ago by Delavic

http://earnings201.blogspot.com/
http://www.payathome7.com/
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Hmm…interesting, Bob. “Q” warned patriots that renegade Barry

Soetoro alias Obama and his HUSBAND Michael Robinson, both

homosexuals / pedophiles, would flee America for safety in Kenya

where Barry would publicly declare his British Kenyan citizenship by

birth to avoid execution as an alien imposter who usurped

Presidential powers in the overthrow of the United States of America

by means as a former CIA agent, and Rockefeller family member.

Yes, the world would be a safer place IF Barry and Michael are dead

… time will tell us.

That Amg-News is one big sweaty collection of oddball shit. Issac

Kappy is still posting. Quite a feat for a dead man

Deep state assault on GITMO? Get high value targets out of the way

and then let the Marines go full medevil on the attackers?

There hasn’t been another assault. GITMO is still staffed as normal,

minues JAG personel and prisioners who are being shipped or flown

out. I’ll share more when I have more.

I’m only going to assume their get ready to rock and roll. With the

current situation that’s about to happen in the currency thing.

Last edited 19 hours ago by Johnny

Amg-news has O and his boyfriend Mike executed since 2019 as well

as this site along with big mike , maybe everything on here is a lie

Seems pretty obvious: with her dying breath, Liz Cheney used her

witchcraft to curse the place 🧙

Multiple sources have said that both were taken out back in late 2019

or before. Especially at the Bush funeral, shortly after all were taken

out. Of all people, let Obama go and not know where he is? Cognitive

Dissonance, my friends. He would have been taken out before Bush,

Jr and Pence..
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his source is him sitting in a dark room with opium and shrooms and

imagining the what ifs and then putting pen to paper.

Actually, not that far from the truth for the reason that the patriot

sources have cut all of us off at the balls. If you substitute “Widow

Jane Bourbon” for Pop’s “opium and shrooms,” then you have the

surface picture. Of course this says nothing about the deeper levels of

consciousness, nor the scholarship. I have decided this PM that

future Episode #43 will be entitled “Digital Soldiers AWOL, the Mice

that Roar.” While most scripts take 2-3 weeks, I should be able to

dash this script off tonight. It seems that I had the visitation of a

great notion from a recent Jaco show and the attendant patriot

commentary. As you may remember from 2 shows ago, I addressed

patriot commentary on here (heartfelt and fondly, I thought), but the

subject needs a thorough airing across the entire spectrum.

Oh what a brilliant idea. I am sure it never occurred to him to do that

and he needed you to instruct him 🙁

Prayers for the Crandalls and the Trumps and the panelists families.

he may have had to move the tribunals for security reasons. GITO

has been attacked twice and maybe that bloody executed deep state

witch may have invoked some “otherworldly” intervention to get

revenge on the White Hats. JMO.

I think you’re right! Makes sense to move and cleanse the place of all

evil. She could of conjured up something.

 
Prayers and Divine Protection for everyone she spoke of.

Demon in a killed body so, the standard historical way to get rid of

demons possessing places where they died is floods. If an area floods

people have to move and demons have no reason to stick around

further. Their whole thing to to get a possession in on someone.

Some AI mind control claim there’s no demons, just all AI beings like

the greys, or hybrid humans, but I just guess they have demons also.

They died and avoid reincarnation eventually figuring that stuff out.
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May I ask where you got your info on demons from? I’ve wondered if

a person is demon possessed and killed, what happens to the demon

seeing as they are only spirit? Wouldn’t they just leave the body and

enter someone else?

Last edited 14 hours ago by Ann Ononomous

Well Cheney was part of the military complex & cia/mossad. Like

father/daughter… I’m sure Chucky is on it as well with a few others..

She was hanged yesterday morning before this shuffle started

happening. I’ll try to get details on her death out before the end of

the day, but if I get more info on why JAG is shuffling, that takes

priority.

Make everyone ( $26,000 __ $38,000 ) A Month Online Making

money online more than $15k just by doing simple work With No

Prior Experience Or Skills Required. Be Your Own Boss And for more

info visit any tab this site Thanks a lot just

 
open this link…….. http://earnings201.blogspot.com

Last edited 21 hours ago by Delavic

Derek Johnson said massive numbers of indictments were to be tried

starting in June. Could this move be to make room for that?

Derek has reported that he has been asked to be present at

executions as a ‘reporter’ by DJT.

I would have to review Derek’s video to determine whether he is

invited to GITMO to witness tribunals or plainly to witness tribunals.

Then again, battle is a highly fluid environment. So says, John

Travolta in “Broken Arrow.”

vMichael…it means so much to us to hear the latest. It gives us hope

and faith. GOD BLESS YOU AND YOURS…ALWAYS.

Thank you. She hanged… I am sure with much blustering and

uncontrolled bouts of vulgar expression.

http://earnings201.blogspot.com/
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I am happy to hear they are shuffling about. Keep the Cabal from

knowing everything.

Wouldn’t is be sad if those planes “accidently” crashed? Make sure

the pilots and guards have parachutes.

Fast and effective. Get them all out of our hair at one time. Has

definite reminders of “Con Air” though.

Those being held, will be held for the correct reasons. Some people

are more valuable alive than dead in any event. Some will earn their

eventual release on the back of helpful information they hold and can

assist the removal of many bad actors especially after serving some

time behind bars.

I would like to see more juice squeezed out of former Biden Chief of

Staff Ron Klain. re: 2020 election fraud…

That would be a waste of equipment. Easier, faster & cheaper to put a

bullet in their head. BUT I like your thinking…

It’s easy and faster to let that plane explode into a million pieces @

an altitude of 20,000 feet (with No pilots or crew aboard) but it’s a

plane they don’t mind seeing vaporized. You load all the hard nose

leftist child rapists on board that plane. you run another plane with

all of the Obama doubles, the Biden doubles, hunter biden doubles,

the Hillary /Bill clinton doubles, any doppleganger you apprehend,

clones, Rig that one to explode after they are ”wheels up” flying over

shark-infested waters..whoops! Must have been an electrical fire..!

Love the idea of taking out ALL doubles/clones! Let’s end this movie

and declare martial law!

Some of the doubles might be working for the White Hats like Arthur

Roberts aka Joe Biden.
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I’m with you Mary. Why keep feeding & catering to those who

demand medical care and “prayer rugs” just to screw with great

patriots. I say give them prayer rugs with C4 packed inside. I can lift

a Waterford champagne flute to that! Dom of course.

Travel to an altitude of 20,000 feet & engage temporary auto pilot

and then jump out of the plane and the autopilot will shut off after 5

minutes in. The plane lose altitude, cork-screw into a drive & hit the

ocean surface @ terminal velocity

 
everyone ( all prisoners inside )

 
will die, the aircraft will sink 2.0 miles down into a bottomless pit.

No possible way to recover any bodies or the aircraft it’s just too deep

for recovery let em rot & decompose over the next 1 million years.

Only the scumbags who have ruined the lives of others including

children and WE THE PEOPLE! YES, I HAVE AN AMAZING

IMAGINATION!!!

DONT YOU?!?

 
.

Not sure what you mean. My primary source at GITMO is Command

Master Chief who travels with Admiral and travelled wih him to Blaz.

I don’t expect my reporting to be changed

This has to be for security reasons. GITMO has been attacked before.

I am guessing you will still receive updates.

Make everyone ( $26,000 __ $38,000 ) A Month Online Making

money online more than $15k just by doing simple work With No

Prior Experience Or Skills Required. Be Your Own Boss And for more

info visit any tab this site Thanks a lot just

 
open this link…….. http://earnings201.blogspot.com

Last edited 21 hours ago by Delavic

Must be why I saw a larger plane leaving gitmo yesterday,full of

prisoners,with no call letters.

http://earnings201.blogspot.com/
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There are public flight trackers but how the fuck would Fifi know the

plane was “full of prisoners” �

Cyrus you idiot… We can track all planes as long as 1 or 2 things are

on in the plane. 1 = transponder and the other is an ADS-B.

 
Get off the site you bot/troll…

Transponders don’t report passenger manifests. She has no idea who

or what was on that plane

If you are reading this thread, you know she was hanged yesterday

and he will write when he gets info. His sources tell him what they

choose to tell him when they choose to tell it to him.

And it takes a bit of time to write the darn thing. MB says the Gitmo

evac story is his priority. What’s hard to grasp?

False Donna, no one has pegged me. Not being judgmental here, if

you’re into it that’s cool. Pegging just isn’t my thing, personally.

Much harder to swim 10,000 miles than 200 miles. Logistics getting

to Guam and Diego Garcia for Deep State to “save” swamp rats is

near impossible and very Expensive. Unlike the Cristmas Day raid

which began in Venisuela and ended with a suprise whipping

because the Marines were NOT sleeping or drunk. Proud of you

Marines, you did Good!

Thank you. I am thinking that they might believe GITMO is more

vulnerable to attack.

Very interesting, especially moving the Crandall court to Guam, way

out there across the Pacific. Diego Garcia, all alone similarly out in

the middle of the Indian Ocean, must have finished its new

courthouse. Moving high level executions far away? Out of sight, out

of mind?
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What are the plans for Gitmo with the 4,500 Marines stationed

there? Expecting an invasion? Going to use the two Gitmo

courtrooms for the lower level executions, maybe group executions,

peasant nobodies the Deep-State will not even care about? Mass

arrests are aparently now underway. Caveat Emptor, Buyer Beware,

you traitors thought your masters cared about you? You did not

know you were included in the 7.5 billion to be exterminated off their

Earth in the Great Depopulation?

Diego Garcia, Tierra del Fuego, Opa Loca, XPL Honduras, Camp Blaz

Guam, Naval Base Guam, Greenland, many other courts unnamed?

Make everyone ( $26,000 __ $38,000 ) A Month Online Making

money online more than $15k just by doing simple work With No

Prior Experience Or Skills Required. Be Your Own Boss And for more

info visit any tab this site Thanks a lot just
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Last edited 19 hours ago by Delavic

Think why….

 
Cuba is cia territory as well a Venezuela.

 
Possible 2 front conflict.

 
Now Diego Garcia is home to 15 separate commands, including the

U.S. Navy Support Facility, which functions as the host command.

India is next door as well as our pacific fleet. Diego Garcia even has

its own airfield.

 
Guam, like DG is an island pretty much by itself. Japan to the north,

philippines to the west, New Guinea/Australia to the south.

 
These 2 locations, you can see who is coming or going…

I guess now with Tim Russ, O will be going underground and use TR

for a distraction. False Flags coming…

 
I also assume that the WH destroyed most of the clone labs…

 
The DS is in total panic mode and all bets are off – Stay safe out

there…

http://earnings201.blogspot.com/
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Chatter saying Derek Johnson was to report from Gitmo in June or

July concerning ongoing tribunals. Could be BS, could be factual.

 
Also read that military at Gitmo requested help guarding detainees.

 
It’s all heresay until/if the truth pops up.

Wow-that’s big news. So suddenly and until 2024! Can’t help but

being really curious as to why, and can’t wait for more news about it.

There are a few ideas on why the sudden relocation of prisoners and

Crandall etc from GTMO (looks sudden).

The first thought is that the base is under a serious threat of attack

that cannot be completely fended off with a missile or two.

Another idea is that there is some Black Hat political move afoot –

something like Congress taking over control of the base (and

prisoners), which would be a huge blow. And one solution is to move

the contents and functions elsewhere, out of such Black Hat reaches.

Sounds more like it to me.

GTMO must be having a painful impact on the Cabal.

Last edited 17 hours ago by Atlanta

Obviously something serious; After they added much to the

structure…seems strange. Maybe clearing out GITMO to make room

for more traitors.

I just researched where these 2 bases are located, REMOTE

REMOTE REMOTE!!! I hope Michael that you will still be able to

report on the tribunals and the hangings!! You’re THE BEST

journalist out there!

Mabel the long distance operator will man the switchboard day and

night to patch his calls into the overseas trunk line

i dought this! and a open website tells everyone? so now the

deepstate cabal will start blowing up or downing aircraft? bs! appear

weak when very strong, they also dont tell the future or the plans!
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wake up

I wouldn’t want to fly with those elite criminals. They could whip up

a conspiracy on the way over.

Thank you Michael. I speculated a shift in GITMO’s operations after

Deep State came to rescue Nancy Pelosi by a desparate jail break

scheme. I also speculated the same for MR. Liz Cheney … did HE

hang as ordered by the Tribunal?

I wonder the reason that tunnels aren’t used to safely hide the

criminals out of sight, and out of mind.

They are maybe getting prepared for the press to start coming to

GITMO Cuba. I know Derek Johnson will be going there in June.

Broadcasting of executions and tribunals are starting.

Disappointing. ][ guess his Stand-Up comedy doesn’t cut it.

 
As for the bases, Good, GITMO will still be there.

 
Diligence.

Wouldn’t surprise me if it’s for his family’s protection.. That remark

about “unborn grandchildren” probably made him realise that his

family are definitely on BH radar.. IMO Gitmo is a bit too close to the

head of the snake in USA..

 
I hope we will still get the updates..

 
We are anxiously awaiting the executions of the 2 latest traitors

sentenced to death by hanging..

I’ve been saying they finally got a real black guy to play Obama

because Obama had no facial hair, his lips are a purple color and he

is the spitting image of Mohammad Subud, the Subud cult leader

that Stanley Ann Dunham and Lorraine Fuddy were apart of around

Obama’s birth year in Indonesia. It was in a biography book written

about her life when he got into office. Obama Sr said he divorced her
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because that wasn’t his child. This guy playing Obama has a face that

isn’t composed in the same way, but close, neither are his hands. Ask

an artist, we all know when the facial structure is off.

“(P)arables of his demise?” This is hardly a story intended to teach a

moral lesson. “Rumors” or “reports” or “anecdotes” would be better

choices. Don’t fall in love with the thesaurus.

Let’s be real…there is more than one Barack Zer0bama look-alike.

My neighbor’s dog drops one on the lawn every day. In fact these

Zer0bama look-alikes are everywhere. Please keep your eyes open

while walking at the park so you do not step on a Zer0bama look-

alike. It is hard to get off your shoe.

Wondering if this is because the bankruptcy of America is about to

happen? When the Government goes bankrupt I was told to be

armed because they will be releasing all prisoners from prison.

ALL!!! That includes murderers, rapists, and more. The Marquis had

a video on YouTube about it. I recall when hurricane Katrina hit, they

released their prisoners and shipped them to various locations, like

Cleveland, OH, Texas, and ? All the crime rates rose significantly!

Wonder if Russ will take on transgender roll in portraying Maxine

Waters?

All it would take is a few six packs of Bud Light to convince Russ.

So apparently, the big moment may be approaching – MASS

ARRESTS, of the, well, masses, coming soon, as they will need the

larger capacities of GITMO to deal with the, tens of thousands who

will be going there – MAINSTREAM MEDIA, BLM, ALL

DEMOCRAT LEADERS, HOLLYWOOD ACTORS AND EXECS,

COLLIGIATE EDUCATION PROFESSORS, ADMINISTRATION

AND LEADERS, CHURCH LEADERS/PASTORS, IRS, CIA, FBI,

FEMA, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, MEDICAL COMMUNITY…
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Sealed indictments were numbering in the 50 THOUSAND range,

during the 2017 proceedings that occurerd at the Columbia, South

Carolina Fort Jackson/USC Columbia National Advocacy Center.

Dear God, it’s going to be a once in a millennium event. The wicked

dragged out of their homes and openly shamed for what they’ve

done.

JUSTICE!

RECOMPENSE!

For those on the knowing Barack is another not legit presidento since

he is not a legit American citizen. Waste of air and space and time

unfortunately for American history now

She and Anthony were spotted out together in NYC last week. NY

Post did a big story with lots of pics. Both looked very much alive.

Yeah, yeah, I know. Clones, masks, doubles, doppelgangers, CGI,

projections, holograms, astral projection, swamp gas, Jupiter

reflecting off the Empire State Building, whatever one you want.

Damn Mike. I’m laying’ down all this insight and wisdom, and you’re

killing my posts off in seconds. Such a black-hat thing to do

WHAT a great gig for an actor, though! Lots of ‘stage’ time, better-

than-ever pay, food, accommodation & treatment. Tempting anyway,

even if an actor ISN’T a “lefty” – though most Un-holy-wood-ers

seems to be. Termination of contract is also, for an actor,

extraordinary. (Unless you’ve worked for Alex Baldwin, I guess.)

Last edited 10 hours ago by Paladin45

What happend to this Sidney Powell saying they had prof of voter

fruad ..and Tucker Carlson was hung out to dry 🤔🤔🤔nothing be

came of it ???🙈🙉🙊the diedl😲😲🤐🤐
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=BspHzH6RRxo
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Sidney was forced to sign an NDA by special forces who burst into

her office and held her at gunpoint. She can only reveal what the

White Hats allow her to reveal and only on their schedule. After the

EBS goes off and the three-day marathon of executions there will be

a weekend special that will pre-empt Saturday Night Live where

Sidney and Mike Lindell will tear the pillowcase off all the previously

hidden information. At least that’s what my sources tell me

Obummer has aged (if the pictures I see of him are in fact, him)!

Lack of adrenochrome I’m guessing.

Let’s see all versions of him removed and the deep state puppets

arrested and soon!!

Interesting news about the move.

OBAMA GOT THE FIRING SQUAD HE WOULDN’T FACE THEM

HE TURNED AROUND SO THEY SHOT HIM IN THE BACK OF

HIS HEAD N THEM BIG MIKE TOOK THE INJECTION WE

HEARD ALL OF THAT FOR YEARS NOW THAT THEY WERE

BOTH AT GITMO

Sorry, but Tim Russ is a poor impersonation of BO. Height, teeth,

nose, all significantly different. DS are clowns.

This sudden move sounds like something is seriously threatening the

whole GITMO facility. What can that be? We know the DS tried an

assault Christmas Day and thank God they failed but that isn’t going

to stop them to try another assault. What if the DS plans to assault

from below like through a tunnel? The Chinese army tried that a few

years ago on the Brunswick/Maine border. We found out about it

and blew the tunnel and Chinese army to hell and back. Smoked out

the tunnel and killed lots of Chinese soldiers. That threat that L

Cheney made that shook Crandall must have struck a nerve. Maybe

she knows the plan. Is that why DeSantis wanted to go to
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GITMO? What business does he have there? Probably wanted to case

the place. Whatever, this is it isn’t good. I hope we caught whatever

the threat was and have or will have neutralized it.

The DeSantis request, esp. for a 2nd visit to Gitmo was really strange.

Gitmo ISN’T in Florida. (Last I checked, LOL.)

There are positive possibilities. Everywhere I see acceleration

happening, which can only happen as key Deep Staters get taken out

sufficiently. I don’t think RRN is being told everything, only what will

help overall – in which a steady gaining of awareness is essential –

but not bombardment. It could well be, for instance, that only key

players from now are going to Diego Garcia etc, but that an influx is

expected at GITMO. It could also be that DG has finally been cleaned

out – it had tunnels/ET links afaik. Obviously the move had to be

planned and it makes sense not to broadcast it until the major flight

transfers are done.

I am making $90 an hour working from home.I never imagined that

it was honest to goodness yet my closest companion is earning

sixteen thousand dollars a month by working on the connection, that

was truly astounding for me, she prescribed me to attempt it simply.

Everybody must try this job now by just using this

website… http://www.Payathome7.com

Last edited 15 hours ago by Delavic

I thought Obama was shot in the back of the head some years ago.

No? Why are we still not being given the truth? How are we supposed

to believe anything we read or hear or see?

Correct me if I’m wrong. Obama was caught with a global phone,

then took one in the back of the head.. Now we have this. Anyone

remember that..

http://www.payathome7.com/
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Why hasn’t Pence been arrested and hanged for treason, murder and

rape of children???? Instead, he is going to run for President and

Trump is saying HE IS A NICE GUY WHEN TRUMP ABSOLUTELY

KNOWS THE CRIMES OF PENCE!

Yes why is Pence being allowed to present this pristine appearance

when we all have read otherwise about him?

Linda, I have had the same question regarding Pence. He is supposed

to be the all American guy. Looks honest but is a child rapist.How

can his wife & kids stand wi him when everyone knows he is a sick

rapist of our young, vulnerable children? How can his wife still smile

& hold his hand when she knows that he would rather have a 13 yo

boy give him a bj so he doesn’t have to pretend he isn’t the the

disgusting pig that looks back at him in the mirror EVERY DAY?

Various sources say he was taken out for attempted assassination of

DJT; has a thick unpleasant history of child abuse. Yet I wonder also

if JFK Jr, who enjoys acting, has played Pence on occasion, as well as

the often-seen baldheaded Trump bodyguard role. That is,

understanding JFK Jr is in Witness Protection as I and many others

believe.

PENCE WAS ALSO EXECUTED AWHILE AGO HE TRIED TO

ASSASSINATE TRUMP 2 OR 3 TIMES SO THEY EXECUTED HIM

ALSO HE WAS A PEDO N KILLED 189 CHILDREN

Pence won’t be arrested for the same reason Biden and his family

and 80% of congress hasn’t been arrested and executed. Sheltered

from the storm by the great deep state umbrella. FBI, CIA, NSA,

DOJ…

Actors playing roles… No problem everyone, everything is completely

normal for top officials and presidents to be executed or dead and

actors in masks or clones play their role and carry out plans as if

these people were alive.

 
What good does that do for the masses?
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It’s way past time to take our USA back to US! Yet the US proudly

presents these pedo’s as if it’s perfectly normal for the sick sob’s to do

irreparable damage to the young innocent people who will one day, if

they don’t commit suicide, be our leaders. May God help us fight the

EVIL, the disgusting pigs we can not overcome wo God’s help.

Remember Jesus IS OUR SAVIOR OUR LEADER and our

BLESSING.

 🙏🙏🙏🙏 & ❤❤❤❤to everyone who reads and RT’s

This movie is getting old , not funny anymore, never was real, except

for the hangings. Side show, Russ looks nothing like Obama, don’t

matter how much makeup they put on him. Fake Biden talking about

running again, he will win because the dominion voting machines are

still in operation. Freaking clowns ,put them in jail , every one is not

going to be convinced , leave them behind, tired this side show.

Thanks for the news MB dont worry about information give the gist

when all is clear obv something big is going down take care and stay

safe hunker down and give em hell. love to all freedom loving people

worldwide

lame, if you cant see the thruth, then you is blind! any researcher

knows obama clinton the queen died 5 yrs ago! if you are a wh

reporter then follow the truth!

I agree, but it’s still encouraging that the awakening is going to a

higher level.

Doesn’t even resemble BO! Com’n on, man.. start with that huge

nose. lol Looks more like OJ, back in the day.

Did they have to teach Russ how to be a flaming homo too? Or did it

all come naturally to him?

I think the real Obombya is still running around. Probably not on

this continent. I think he “works remotely” and has made his escape.

So his voice will still be available if needed. I think he uses Russ for a
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stage presence and for long shots like getting in and out of a Limo or

anything like that. THEN anything else he does remotely from his

hiding place in, oh, probably Kenya. He pulls all the puppet strings

from where he is.

I just had this feeling that the stories of his demise were of a clone, or

some such thing, or double. The real Lord of the Flies is still with us

and is directing this clown show imo. It’s just what I am thinking, but

who knows? I am starting to believe in the Anti-Christ…..

On the stage, or in long shots no one notices gaps in the teeth, or lack

thereof. He can pass easily. Then the real O stays safe and continues

to destroy the world from behind the curtain. Well, the flies land on

him and he lets them, so it should be easy to take him out once his

location is determined. One last thing of note is that I remember him

travelling to the Pyramids in Egypt and having special reasons for

being there that weren’t disclosed. Also, I remember he was visiting

Norway when that blue spiral opened up in their sky. I believe he has

had trips to cern as well. Ok that’s it for now, lol.

Real Obama was put down 4 years ago. What you see running around

is either a clone or an actor, if online and media, it’s CGI.

Liz musela přesvědčivě vyhrožovat. Bude je muset přesvědčit, že to

má pod kontrolou, dokonce i v den kata.

 

 

 

 

 

 


